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Christopher Columbus, by Marion Dane Bauer guided reading level: J. This is an extremely simple book which tells the basic story of Columbus in a child-friendly way. It does not
share any hint of misbehavior on Columbusâ€™ part. Where Do You Think Youâ€™re Going, Christopher Columbus? by Jane Fritz guided reading level: S. I wish more kids were
familiar with Jean Fritzâ€™s books. I think they may be turned off by all the words or the old pictures from the original versions. Books shelved as christopher-columbus: The
Columbus Affair by Steve Berry, Pedro's Journal by Pam Conrad, Admiral of the Ocean Sea: A Life of Christopher...Â (shelved 17 times as christopher-columbus) avg rating 3.79 â€”
11,255 ratings â€” published 2012. Want to Read savingâ€¦ Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Error rating book. Refresh and try again. Rate this book. Clear rating. 1 of 5 stars
2 of 5 stars 3 of 5 stars 4 of 5 stars 5 of 5 stars. Pedro's Journal (Paperback) by. Pam Conrad. A History of the Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus is a fictional biographical
account of Christopher Columbus written by Washington Irving in 1828. It was published in four volumes in Britain and in three volumes in the United States. The work was the most
popular treatment of Columbus in the English-speaking world until the publication of Samuel Eliot Morison's biography Admiral of the Ocean Sea in 1942. It is one of the first
examples of American historical fiction and one of several This book covers the biography of Columbus in a shorter way appropriate for children. The illustrations were very good and
helped keep the kids engaged. The book did included that the sailors left behind on the first voyage were cruel to the Indians and the Indians therefore killed them.Â It is a very good
book for discussing Christopher Columbus. Read more. Helpful.

